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December 5, 1990
!

-2CAN129004

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission-
Document Control Desk
Hall Station P1-137
Washington, D. C. 20555

SUBJECT: ' Arkansas Nuclear'One - Unit 2 i

Docket No. 50-368
.1,1conso No.' NPF-6-

Licenson. Event-Report No. 50-368/90-023-00: .

Gentlemen:

In accordance with 100FR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B)', attached is tho subject
report concerning n degraded" fire barrior caused'by an unsealed
penetration that was undetected due to personnali error..

~

Very truly yours,

"

James J. Fisicaro-
Manager, Licensing.

JJF/DW/mmg (
Attachment
en: Regional Administrator

Region IV.
U. S. Nuclear Ragulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drivo, Sutto11000
Arlington, TX 176011

,

INPO Records Contor.
Suite 1500-
1100 Circle, 75 Parkway.
Atlanta, GA. 30339-3064
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On November 5, 1990, while performing a fire barrier penetration seal inspection ANO
maintenance personnel identified a fire barrier penetration which was not sealed.
The penetration, a one er ' 'mif inch diameter pipe, was in Fire Barrier
FB-2101-01, which provides separation between two areas on either side of-the 372

; foot elevation auxillary building floor. The root cause for the failure of past
| Inspections to identify the degradation was determined to be personnel error.

Additionally, the difficulty of inspecting this penetration due to its location was
considered a contributing factor for the pipe not being identified as an open
penetration through the fire barrier. Upon discovery, a roving fire watch was
established and fire detection instrumentation was verified operable. The
penetration will be properly sealed. Procedures used for inspections -f fire
barriers are being revised and a formal training program on inspectic of
penetration seals is currently under development. Although the fire barrier was
degraded, no significant safety concerns existed since adequate fire detection
Instrumentation, suppression equipment and Fire Brigade personnel provided
significant protection against the spread of a fire.
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A. plant Status

At the timo of . discovery of this condition, Arkansas' Nuclear. Ono.. Unit Two
~

(ANO-2) was operating at 100 percontt of rated thermal power in Hodo 1 (Power-
Operation). Roactor Coolant System (RCS)-(AB] pressure was approximately 2250

~

psia and RCS temperature was about 580 degrees. Fahrenheit.

B. Event Description

On November 5,1990, at 1300 hours,' while performing a . fire bart for penetration
seal inspection as part 'of an eighteen month Technical Specification
surveillance of fire barriors,: ANO maintenance personnel identiflod a- fire
barrier penetration'(Number. 2101-0098) which was.not sealed.: The penetration, a
one and one-half inch diamator'pipo, was in Fire Barrior FB-2101-01, which

' providos separation betwoon two areas on olthor side of the 372-foot olevation
auxiliary building floor. The top of the pipe opens into Electrical Switchgoar! e

Room 2101, which contains Engincored Safety Features (EGF)/ switchgoar equipment. ;

The bottom of the pipo opens into Room 2077 in the-turbine building and-1s
'

located in an area abovo the Main Foodwater Pumps.

C. -Root Cause

In 1983 and 1984 a completo walkdown and inspection of plant firo barriors was-
~

performed as part of a fire barrior upgrado project: Initiated as a result of
10CFR50, Appendix R. A review of the documentation associated with^this= initial
baselino' inspection indicatos that inspection personnel properly identified the
ponotration in the Switchgear Room as an open-ended. pipo; however, the fact -that
the pipo penetrated tho~ floor- and was open c'n the other sido .of 'the- floor was

- not :1 den tiflod. This error was-compounded when personnel dispositioning.
| - discropanclos identified in the initial.. Inspection classified-the penetration as-

an embedded, open-ended equipment drain that did not!requiro , internal. sealing, a
Based on this information the root-causo was determined to-be personnel error on
the part of personnel performing the initial inspectioninnd; personnel.-
dispositioning >identiflod inspection discrepancies.

- The penetration is located in a recessed" area underneath a 480' volt Electrical
Motor Control Contor in the Switchgear Room,;and direct; visual observation-
through .the top of the penetration is not possible. A mirror 1s required to
inspect for an internal penetration seal. .If the mirror is not positioned
correctly, the through ponetration can casily bo overlooked. . From underneath in
the turbine building area, the fact 'that tho pipo is an unsealod' penetration is
not directly observablo, since the top of.the pipo. opens into a. dark recessod--

area covered byLthe Motor Control Centor.' Becauso-of this, the difficulty of
inspecting a penetration located in such an area is considered a contributing.
factor for the pipe not being identified as penetrating through the fire
barrior,

i
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Additionally, three Technical Specification surveillance inspection procedures
have been performed since the initial 1984 inspection. Personnel performing
these eighteen month surveillances failed to identify the pipe as a fire barrier
penetration that was not scaled properly. The procedures required inspection of
the penetration; however, as noted previously, identification of the discrepancy
would have boon relatively difficult due to the location of the penetration and
the procedures did not provide explicit instructions to inspectors to ensure
awareness of this type of problem. t

D. Corrective Actions
'

Upon discovery of the degraded fire barrier, a roving fire watch was
established in the area and fire detection instrumentation in the affected areas
was verified opetable as required by the Technical Specifications. Due to the
limited accessibility and location of the penetration scaling of the pipe may
not be possible or desirable while the unit is in operation. Scaling of the
penetration will be evaluated and the appropriate repairs made by liay 1,1991.

A number of corrective actions have been or are being implemented as a result of
similar fire barrier conditions identified in the past. Prior to performance of
the surveillance procedure, which identified this condition, personnel from the
ANO fire protection group conducted a pre-job briefing with inspectors. The
pre-job briefing provided instructions on penetration inspection techniques and
provided information concerning the types of problems encountered during
previous inspections. Elements and details discussed during these briefings are
planned to be incorporated into the fire barrier inspection procedures by August
1,1991, with a formal training program to be subsequently developed by
September 1, 1991. Additionally, at part of the ANO Business Plan (Action
D.5.c), a Penetration Seal Program Assessment has been established and is
currently being implemented. The objectives of the program are to verify the
physical configuration of the Technical Specification penetration seals, to
perform evaluations of the seal designs when deviations are identified, to
develop a data base and procedures for seal configuration management and to
correct identified deficiencies. This program is scheduled to be completed by
December 31, 1991. Also, ANO is cirrently performing inspections of 100 percent
of Technical Specification fire barrier penetration seals in lieu of 10 percent
of each type as required by Technical Specifications.

Identification of this degraded fire barrier indicates that the visual
inspections of penetration seals are being diligently condmted and that current
actions are proving to be effective. As a result, no addit.ional corrective
actions specifically related to this event are currently planned.- The TS
required inspections of ANO-2 fire barriers is continuing and is expected to be
completed by January 11, 1991.

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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'fE. Safety Significance-

The fire areas located on olther- side of tho-degraded fire barrier penetration
are equipped with fixed fire detection systems which annunciate in the ANO-2- i
Control Room. The area below the penetration-is equipped wit _h automatic fire t

.

supprossica equipment._ Although the area above the penetration contains ESF and'
safo shutdown equipment, redundant ' equipment is contained in a separate room not

~

affected by this degraded fire barrior. Both- areas: on either: side of FB-2101-01-
have a fire duration' rating of less = than one hour. - - Fire .Brigado personnel,.
specifically trained-in fire fighting,-'aro available at all times =in the. -

unlikely event a fire were to occur. ' Although the firo barrier was degraded,
with adequato detection instrumentation, suppression equipment and Fire Brigade
personnel, significant protection against the spread = of a fire existed;
thereforo, there was no actual safety significanco related- to the degraded fire
barrier.

F. Basis for Reportability
.

Technical Specifications require that all fire barriors separating safety
related areas shall be operable. Sinco FB-2101-01 had boon Igoperable.for
grunter than the allowable timo of Technical Specificat.fons, this event is
reportabic pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B), operation prohibited by Technical
Speci fications .

G. Additional Information

Degraded fire barrier penetrations as a result of .personnol.orror were reported-

in LER 50-368/86-015-00, 50-368/87-001-00, 50-368/89-025-00, 50-313/89-026-00, t
50-368/90-013-00, 50-313/004-00 and 50-368/90-017-00.

'

|

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are ident!1fied in the text as
| (XX).
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